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A note on Sampford-Durbin sampling 
ZUZANA PRÁŠKOVÁ 
Abstract. In the present paper, a convergence of the sample sum to Poisson distribution is 
studied in the case that Sampford-Durbin sampling from a ffiite population is used. The 
results are close to those obtained by the author for the rejective sampling. 
Keywords: Sampford-Durbin sampling, rejective sampling, sample sum, Poisson distribu-
tion 
Classification: 60F05,62D05 
1. Introduction. It is known that Sampford-Durbin sampling from a finite pop-
ulation is a modification of the rejective sampling which yields exact values of 
including probabilities. Visek [5] developed the asymptotic normality of Horvitz-
Thompson estimator of the population total and Praskova [3] obtained the rate of 
convergence. In this paper we shall study a convergence of the sample sum to the 
Poisson distribution. 
Let us recall some definitions. Consider a population U of N units which can be 
identified with the numbers 1 , . . . , N, and a sample s CU. 
Rejective sampling of size n with parameters pi,..., p^ is defined by probabilities 
R(s) = C J[Pj J[(l - Pi) if K(s) = n 
= 0 otherwise, 
where K(s) denotes the size of the sample s and C is a positive constant such that 
Iv 
53 R(&) = 1. We suppose that 0 < Pj < 1 for all j = 1 , . . . ,N , and 53 Pj = n-
sCU j = l 
The parameters pi,..., p^ can be controlled. 
The probabilities of inclusion Vj(R) = 53 R(s) satisfy the asymptotic relation 




ІP) = Y^PÁl-Pj)i 




and d(p)o (d~l(p)) —• 0 if d(p) —• oo (see Hajek [2], Theorem 7.3). 
Sampford-Durbin sampling of size n with parameters p i , . . . ,PJV is defined by 
probabilities 
Q(s) = C* HPi(l - n)-
1 ] • > ~ Pi) if K(s) =-= n 
i€« j€* 
= 0 otherwise, 
where C* is a constant such that ]£ Q(s) = 1 and the parameters p,-, 1 < j < N, 
satisfy the conditions formulated above for the rejective sampling. It can be shown 
that in this case the including probabilities are 
*;(<?) = £ G ( * ) = P; 
•*i 
(see Hajek [2], Chapt. 8, for details). 
In our next considerations R and Q will denote probability measures generated 
by the rejective and Sampford-Durbin sampling, respectively. Further, c will stand 
for a positive constant the value of which can change in different formulas, or even 
in different places of the same formula. Let y; denote the value of a characteristic 
y on the unit j , 1 < j < JV, and S be the sample sum, S = £ Vi* Denote by / , h 
*€• 
the characteristic function of S with respect to (J, JR, respectively, i.e. 
f(t) = EQe
its, h(t) = ERe
itS. 
Lemma. Let us consider the rejective sampling of size n with parameters p i , . . . ,p/v 
and its Sampford-Durbin modification with the same parameters. Suppose that 
max pj < J. Then there exists a constant c such that for n sufficiently large 
and for all t 
(4) I/W-MOI <«"*. 
PROOF : When using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3 in [3], we 
obtain that the inequality 
\f(t)-h(t)\<(vnxRV)l 
holds for all i, the random variable V being defined by (3.1) in the quoted paper, 
itother, from (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4) in the same paper we get 
l/(*)-M')l< 
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(5) \ £ ID* - Pi)\*iK> - *o) (Y>Pi(̂  ~ «i) I 
where KJ,K,J are including probabilities of the unit t, respectively of the units i,j 
in the rejective sampling. 
Now, it can be easily checked that d(p) —• oo if n —* oo because maxpj < J and 
/v 
$2 Pi = n« Consequently, (5.10) in Hajek [1] implies that d(K) = J ) *i(* ~~ K i ) —* 
i«-
oo and therefore 
*•*> - Kij = ««^(1 - Ki)(l - icJ-)d'"
1(ic) [1 + o(l)] , 
where o(l) —• 0 if n —• oo (see Hajek [1], Theorem 5.2). 
Thus we have 
N 
(6) E 5 > - Pi)2^*; - *«;) -s a+°u)) E ^ - a - *i) 
. j--t i = i 
<cEPi-scE^= c n-
JV 
It remains to estimate Yl PjO- ~~ Ki)' R^ai (1) we get 
i=-
I - « І = ( І - P І ) '+<-#-+•<*••«)] 
Obviously, 0 < p < 1. As maxpj < | , it can be easily shown that there exists a 
constant c > 0 such that for n sufficiently large 




E * ^ 1 " K>) ^ cEPi(X - Pi) ^ 5 E ^ = m 
i=si i = i i-ci 
which together with (5) and (6) completes the proof. • 
2. Convergence to the Poisson distribution. 
Now we shall suppose that y i . . . . . y/v are nonnegative integers. Denote by T the 
N 
random variable having Poisson distribution with the parameter a =- ]£ yjpj. In 
; = i 
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fact, a can depend on n and N. It can be easily shown that a = EQS. 
Our aim is to estimate the distances 
PI(S,T) = B*P\F(X)-G(X)\, 
X 
p2(S,T) = sup|0(S = k) - P(T = fc)|, 
where F(x) = Q(S < x) is the distribution function of S in the Sampford-Durbin 
sampling and G is the distribution function of the random variable T. Let g stand 
for the characteristic function of T. 
Denote q±; = 1 — pj and put 
N 
A^Yly&M3~-'P3Yl, 
i = i 
N 




d = d(p). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that maxpj < | . TOen </..ere eswte a constant c such that 
for n sufficiently large 
(7) Pl < c [?T* logn + n~>a + e
2(A+a)(.Bi<r *eT i + B2a"
1^ , 
(8) p2 < c [iT* + e
2(A+*>(Bt<r V 1 + ̂ a " 1 ) ] . 
PROOF : First we estimate p2- According to Lemma 1.1 in [4] we get 
to^^f l/W - »WI *<_\ f I/O - fc(0l <**+ 
+_\f\Ht)-9(t)\dt. 
Now, utilizing (4) to estimate the first integral and applying the proof of Theorem 
2.1 in [4] to the second integral, we easily obtain (8). 
To obtain (7) we make use of Lemma 1.1 in [4] again. We have 
Pií-^fm-gm^r1* 
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- h /*m ~ m'sin I1"1 dt+h i\ m -ff(t)l'sin I1"1 dt-
The second integral can be estimated similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in 
[4]. Thus, it remains to estimate the integral 
' - c £ "«> - -a ""•!•- * - c (£""'+£.»+/;,) 
= Jl + J2 + J3. 
When utilizing (4) and the inequality | s i n | | > ^|t| valid for 0 < |t| < ^, we find 
that Ji and J3 are bounded by cn"~* logn. Since /(0) = h(0) = 1, we have 
J 2 < Ѓ / . 1/(0 - /(0)| Щ-
1 dt + / \h(t) - h(0)\ \t\~* dt 
J|t|<n"t J|íj<n"î 
Further, we have for all t 
> < .EQ|S| = ЯQS = £ > ; P І 
i=i 
and similarly 
* * > 
i = i 
Thus, making use of the mean value theorem, we get 
J2 < cn~~* ( N N \ 
5ZWW + .CWÍI 
From (1) it follows that for n sufficiently large 0 < Kj < 2pj for all j , and thus we 
can conclude that 
J <c I n~* ^ y j p j + n ' i l o g n J . 
Let us consider a sequence of populations Uv consisting of N„ units with char-
acteristics y „ t , . . . , y„N and a sequence of Sampford-Durbin samplings of sizes n„ 
with parameters pVxy... ,p„N . Suppose that n„ —• 00, N„ —• 00 as 1/ — • 00 and 
Piu,P2v refer to the i/-th experiment. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose thai 
max pVi < 7 , 
N* 
lim YLPviyyi = * > 0 > 
V—»00 jfssl 
Hm max pVi yv. = 0, 
.y—OOl<J<iV„ "'""' ' 
N„ 
lim ^Piyy^y, , , . - 1 ) = 0. 
I/—>OOj=:l 
lim pXu = 0, 
v—»oo 
lim p2«v = 0. 
1/—^00 
Proof follows immediately from (7), (8) and the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [4]. 
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